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O'Sulloc Tea House 

"Tea, Cakes and More"

A modern cafe, O'Sulloc Tea House is one of the best places in the city for

a warm cup of tea and a heart snack. Its contemporary decor features light-

wood tones, elegant furniture and bright lighting, which sets the place up

brilliantly for a leisurely snack. Known for its unique teas, scrumptious

small plate meals and fresh cakes, there's plenty to feast on at this fine

spot. Apart from the classic teas, the cafe also offers a selection of cold

beverages, smoothies and natural ice-creams.

 +82 2 774 5460  12 Myeongdong, Seoul
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Holly's 

"Fresh Coffee, Bread, Cookies & Cake"

This cafe is designed in the style of a Seattle coffee shop; enjoy the open

view and fashionably designed tables. Sip a fresh, richly flavored coffee,

or indulge in bread, cookies or sweet cake. Try the Holly Chino or a

tempting muffin. Collect ten stamps—one for every coffee purchased—to

receive a free cup of coffee. This is a great place to catch up with friends

and enjoy some waist-expanding treats.

 156-1 Gwancheol-dong, Seoul
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Jeontong Dawon 

"Traditional Korean Teahouse"

A charming coffeehouse in an old neighborhood, Jeontong Dawon is the

place to be for shot of traditional Korean tea. Set in a vintage building, this

tea-house transports you back in time with its traditional decor, seating,

cutlery and menu. One of the few places to offer a complete traditional

experience, this is where you can explore the best of Korean culture. From

its classic, herbal and spiced teas, to its rice-rich snacks, everything at this

places evokes a sense of nostalgia.

 +82 2 730 6305  11-4 Insadong, Seoul
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Namusairo Coffee 

"Coffee Paradise"

Namusairo Coffee is a great place to kick-start your day with a good old-

fashioned cup of coffee and a hearty snack. A blend between a

contemporary and traditional setting, this charming cafe is the perfect

place to enjoy a good warm beverage, in the company of friendly locals.

The coffee offered here is sourced from known traders, and roasted,

crushed and brewed on-site, to ensure the best of its flavor is left intact.

With a variety of local brews and imported ones one the menu, there's

much to be savored at this coffeehouse.
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 21 Sajik-ro, Seoul
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Coffee Smith 

"High On Caffeine"

A popular haunt in the city, it's no surprise that Coffee Smith is perennially

buzzing with activity. Spread over two levels, the minimalistic decor and

wooden accents make for an appealing, urban-rustic ambiance. The

diverse menu features foamy espressos, flavor-infused lattes and globe-

spanning teas, among a host of beautifully blended versions of the

beverage. Its proximity to Garosugil's trendy commercial street and

friendly vibe attract multitudes of local.

 +82 2 3445 3372  coffeesmith.co.kr/portfolio/garosu/  536-12 Sinsa-dong, Seoul
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Fritz Coffee Company 

"Coffee Paradise"

A charming little coffeehouse, Fritz Coffee Company is a great place to

start your day with a goo old-fashioned cup of coffee. While it might not

be the biggest in size, this coffeehouse draws the crowd in with its

fabulous coffee and friendly atmosphere. Sourcing its beans from known

traders, and roasting, crushing and brewing it on site; this is one of the

few places from which one can expect a strong, aromatic and fresh cup

everyday. Along with great coffee, it is also known for its fresh baked

products baguettes, cakes, and pastries.

 +82 2 3275 2047  Dohwa-dong, Seoul
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Thanks Nature Cafe 

"Coffee with Lambs"

A one-of-a-kind cafe, Thanks Nature Cafe is the place to be for an all-

natural snack. Like many other cafes and restaurants, this one too has

pets of its own, but, unlike the others this one has two resident sheep.

This charming little cafe is a great spot for a relaxed snack and a warm

cup of coffee, with its little sheep to keep you company. Featuring a host

of natural-flavored ice creams, traditional desserts and old-fashioned tea

and coffee, there's plenty to indulge in at this fine cafe.

 +82 2 335 7470  10 Hongik-ro, Seoul
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Bean Brothers 

"Blissful Coffee"

Stop by Bean Brothers for a refreshing cup of coffee, with a side of some

fun. One of the most popular coffeehouses in the city, this place is best

known for its remarkable variety and friendly-atmosphere. A strong aroma

of freshly brewed coffee fills the cafe and makes the wait for your order to

arrive seem longer than it actually is. Roasted, crushed and brewed on-

site, the coffee served here never lacks flavor. Along with its coffee, this

cafe is also known to serve a variety of scrumptious light snacks like

cookies, cakes and sandwiches.

 +82 2 6012 2001  www.beanbrothers.co.kr/  Tojeong-ro, Seoul
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